
THE FIRST-FLOOR DECK OUTSIDE ZOE’S GHANA 
Kitchen gives the perfect view of London’s hectic 
Brixton street market. 
“We’ve got Brixton market right there - it makes my 
life as a chef so very convenient,” says Zoe Adjonyoh, a 
south London-born chef of Irish and Ghanaian heritage. 
She also buys fresh produce from Ghanaian shops in 
Hackney, east London. “I get my mackerel round the 
corner; I get my fresh stuff , like plantain, here,” she says, 
pointing towards the market. “There’s a lady called 
Rosie who makes puff -puff  for me. It’s all here.”

Adjonyoh  used to make puff -puff , the much-loved 
Ghanaian doughnut, herself, but these days space is 
tight. That’s because the 37-year-old chef, who started 
her cooking career just fi ve years ago making a one-pot 
peanut stew at Hackney Wick arts festival, now has a 
fi xed restaurant space  at POP Brixton. 

POP is a newly opened complex created from 
shipping containers to house cafes, restaurants, shops, 
performance venues and workshops run by   local 
entrepreneurs. Adjonyoh's container and attached deck 
aren’t more than a few feet wide and the kitchen is little 
more than a counter at one end. To say that space is 
limited is an understatement. 

But what comes out of the kitchen – crispy okra 
tempura, deeply fl avoured plantain chips, griddled 
lamb cutlets with Adjonyoh’s famous spiced peanut 
sauce, strips of chicken with a hot jollof buttermilk 
coating, piled with spring onions and hot red peppers 
and a bowl of smoked fi sh mayonnaise to dip them 
in – are concoctions that could have come out of a fully 
staff ed professional kitchen.  

“I change my menu and recipes according to the 

environment I’m cooking in,” says Adjonyoh, who still 
does pop-up restaurants at festivals like the Isle of 
Wight’s Bestival, Manchester Food Festival and Africa 
Utopia on London’s South Bank. “So here we do lamb 
cutlets, marinate them in fresh ginger, seasoning, 
cayenne pepper, griddle them lightly so they’re served 
pink, and then add the peanut sauce, freshly crushed 
peanuts, spring onions,” she says. “It’s more about the 
meat and the combination of the spicy marinade, and 
then the sweet spice of the sauce brings it together. 
That’s reinterpreting a very traditional dish and 
modernising it, ”

Reinterpreting traditional recipes – in this case 
groundnut stew – and making them more accessible 
to British restaurant-goers is what Zoe’s Ghana 
Kitchen is all about. Just around the corner, in Brixton, 
Loughborough Junction and  Walworth Road, are 
Ghanaian restaurants that serve the traditional   dishes 
that would be found in any chop house in Ghana. 
Adjonyoh ’s concept – although not confl icting – is 
something new. 

“The whole idea of Zoe’s Ghana Kitchen is  diff erent 
 because it’s a more inclusive space, a more inclusive 
menu, a more inclusive idea. My idea is to take really 
great Ghanaian food ingredients and fl avours, and 
sometimes they’re traditional recipes and sometimes 
they’re not, sometimes it’s my take on a thing or I’ll 
respin it. The whole point of everything, including the 
decor, the laidbackness, the atmosphere, is all about 
inclusiveness and accessibility. My concept  is to make 
this cuisine as accessible as possible to as many people 
as possible.”  

The restaurant buzzes with energy. The tables and 
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A Londoner is giving African cuisine a new spin
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